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Abstract. This work analyzes friendship network from aMassively Mul-
tiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (MMORPG). The network is based
on data from a private server that was active from 2007 until 2011. The
work conducts a standard analysis of the network and then divides play-
ers according to different groups based on their activity. Work checks
how friendship network can be correlated to the clan (a self-organized
group of players who often form a league and play on the same side in a
match) network. Main part of the work is the recommendation method
for players that are not part of any clan and it is based on communities
of friendship network.
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1 Introduction
The virtual world is for sure different than the real world, but the data may
not be so different between this two worlds [13]. The network we analyze comes
from a world where every player can have one or more characters that play in
this virtual world. Their friends may be friends from the real world or friends
they met in this game due to same game habits, timezone, start of playing and
other. Being friends in the virtual world give them some benefit, but it’s not
really necessary to be friends to play together.
The network data we are using is from a private server running Lineage II1
emulations software. The data was collected from a server that was online from
May 2007 to June 2011. The network is undirected and two characters are friends
if one added the other as friend using special command. That enables them to
gain better communication no matter where in the virtual world they are. Since
the data does not only include friendship status, we can compare the network
to other factors like character online time, kills, level, status. Using these factors
we divide characters according to their activity groups and study if the results
are correlated with the structure of their friendship network. Due to the fact
that many characters in a friendship network do not have a clan, we propose a
method for recommending best suitable clan for a character.
1 Lineage II, massive multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) -
http://www.lineage2.com/ .
2 Related work
In [14] the authors compare how different networks (including friendship) in
AION2 game act as a social network and what are their properties. Of all net-
works compared, the friendship network have the highest Pearson correlation
coefficient with in-degree and out-degree and reciprocity [10], which was higher
than 0.95. That means that their directed network should act similar as our
undirected network [4].
Another interesting work described in [8] analyzed different multiplayer on-
line games (MOG). Their conclusion is that networks quickly become discon-
nected if we remove top nodes and that friendship has a positive influence on
user interactions.
In [9] the authors divide players of Social Games according to three groups.
The groups were formed based on their interactions, similarity as in our friend-
ship network.
3 Analysis
3.1 Network analysis
We collected the network from daily backup and convert it to simple edge list
network. We noticed that after we removed blocking users the network becomes
undirected since links are always directed in pairs. The database used to extract
the network has 129998 listed characters. Out of them we have 20252 characters
that claimed friendship (15.6%).
The network itself contains 31371 links which makes mean degree < k > of
3.1. This means that a small portion of all available characters claimed friendship
and are part of the network. Also mean degree is small which means the network
is not dense.
In basic analysis of the network, we calculated connected components, large
connected component, PageRank [3], betweenes centrality [2] and community
structure [6]. We use a power-law distribution as the comparison baseline, since
node degrees in many social networks are found to follow this distribution
[12,16,11]. We use the maximum likelihood estimation method [5] to perform
power-law curve fitting for node degrees in the friendship network.
γ = 1 + n
[
n∑
i=1
ln
xi
xmin
]
−1
(1)
From the nature of the network we expect that the network is scale-free
and sparse. From calculated power-law exponent we get γ =2.22, which is the
reason for being scale-free network as stated in [1]. Figure 1 shows cumulative
2 AION Online, MMORPG based game developed by NCSoft which also developed
Lineage II - http://www.aiononline.com .
distribution of degrees in friendship and random network, generated with same
number of nodes and links. The power-law function is dashed with red dots.
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Fig. 1. Cumulative distribution of degrees in friendship and random network.
The strongest connected component contains 15339 nodes (75.7%) and 28193
(89.9%) links. The clustering coefficient is 0.1. The average shortest path in the
strongest connected component < d > is 6.3. We can say that the network is
small-world [15] since < d >∼ ln n
ln<k>
and clustering coefficient of an random
network based on same number of nodes and links is 0.0002 which is much lower
than original clustering coefficient.
3.2 Character groups
As in [9] we divided characters according to three different groups (Hardcore,
Casual, Peripheral). We divided them based on removing highest degree node
and checking while size of strongest connected component is larger than the
number of disconnected players. The basic principle is shown in Alg. 1.
Algorithm 1 Calculate groups
Input: Network n
Output: Hardcore, Casual, Peripheral
{SCC represents nodes in strongest connected component.}
while size(SCC(n)) ≥ size(DISS(n)) do
Add(BestDegree(n),Hardcore)
Remove(BestDegree(n),n)
end while
Peripheral← DISS(n) {DISS represents all disconnected nodes.}
Remove(DISS(n),n)
Casual← n
We also consider running PageRank algorithm and divide players based on
their score. In both cases we compared results to characters online time and kills,
and check for correlation.
We remove nodes with highest degrees until the size of the strongest con-
nected component is larger than number of disconnected nodes as stated in Alg.
1. With this procedure we get 1474 Hardcore players (7%), 15901 Casual players
(78%) and 2877 Peripheral players (14%). The results may be somehow strange
since there are more Casual players than Peripheral players, but if we compare
the numbers to characters that did not claimed friendship and mark them as
Peripheral we get Hardcore players (1%), Casual players (12%) and Peripheral
players (87%).
The coleration between Hardcore players and players with most online time
is 0.35. We compare the same Hardcore players with highest kills and we get
0.39. The result is first strange but then obvious since players who kill more
players have more interaction online than the ones that just hunt animals and
may have higher online time. Using PageRank [3] we get even better results 0.37
with online time comparison and 0.42 with highest kills. Betweenes centrality [2]
gives similar results as PageRank.
3.3 Clan recommendation
Out of 20252 characters only 6113 have clans (30.2%). Due to high number of
characters without clan the main focus of this work is a recommendation method
that will connect more characters in clans.
The usage of friendship network came in it’s communities. We use Infomap
community detection method[7] between generated communities and clans play-
ers had. The result was 0.308 NMI (Normalized Mutual Information), which is
relatively low and expected since this is direct comparison between clans and
communities. We use players with without clans in result and we repeated mea-
sure only with players that had claimed clans. The result is 0.67 NMI which give
information that we can extract clans using friendship network.
The proposed method first checks which characters do not have a clan, marks
them and tries to find an appropriate clan based on their friends. The search
look for players in the same community and check which clan has most players
from that community. If the clan is full or does not meet any other criteria the
players from clan are removed from the network and procedure repeats. The
basic principle with checks for full clans is shown in Alg. 2.
Algorithm 2 Recommend clan
Input: Network n, Player p
Output: Clan
repeat
if getClan(p) then
Clan← getClan(p) {Player already have a clan.}
else
C ← ReturnCommunity(n, p) {Return players that are in same community
with p.}
for all Players in C do
{Count which clan have most players from C.}
end for
if size(clanWithMostP layers) ≥ MAX CLAN SIZE then
RemovePlayersFromClan(clanWithMostPlayers,n) {If clan is full remove
players that are in a clan from a network and repeat procedure.}
else
Clan← clanWithMostP layers
end if
end if
until Clan is set
The purposed method should first check for clans that does not reach re-
quirements, but we think it is better that we remove clan by clan so we do not
destroy network structure and we remove only those who are checked by players
community. In the final proposed method the check for clans also include check-
ing which clan has most points and does not include them in the recommended
clan so that we keep balance in the gameplay.
4 Conclusion
Considering whole players base the analyzed network represent only small por-
tion of players in the server. Even with that small portion we are able to extract
many valuable data from it. We prove that the network is small-world and scale
free and it has all properties of an social network. Based on the network we are
able to divide players into different groups based on their activity. The clan rec-
ommendation method based on network communities resulted in valuable player
connection between clans and friendship and it will be implemented in one of
next version of server software.
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